200 amp relay wiring car audio

There seems to be some confusion when it comes to installing more than one amplifier. Should
you use one power wire or multiple wires? Do you ground everything to the same point? How
do you split the low level signal? Let me share my thoughts on the topic of installing multiple
amplifiers. With more amplifiers you're going to need either more wire or larger wire. Personally,
I prefer to run one new wire that is large enough for all of the amplifiers and any planned
upgrades. The price difference between two wire gauges i. I would run one wire for several other
reasons as well. First, it's usually cheaper than two wires in terms of material and labor costs.
Since there is only one wire you only need one ring terminal at the battery post and only one
fuse holder for the audio system. When using one large wire for multiple amplifiers you'll need a
way to split the power wire into smaller wires for each component. I prefer to use a regular
distribution block, not the fused type. They're less expensive and there's no need for the extra
fuses when there is already a fuse holder near the battery that protects the main power wire
you'll have to install this fuse holder. This assumes your amplifiers already have built in fuses
that are designed to protect them. For amplifiers that do not have fuse protection you should
use a fused distribution block. I often ground my components using separate ground points. I
could go into all of the scientific reasons for this but it all boils down to noise. In my experience
you have less chance for noise when you separate ground points as compared to using a single
ground point. That's not to say that either way is a sure fire method to eliminate noise but it
helps if they are separated by at least six inches or so I've found. That being said, any
grounding method that is both safe and effective while keeping out noise is a good method. I
choose to separate the grounds but some installers choose to run them to the same point. If
you choose to run your ground wires to one point you can also use a distribution block. If you
do not use a distribution block then you will want to stack your ground wires so that the largest
current carrying wire usually from your largest amplifier is on the bottom closest to the ground
point and that your smallest current carrying wire is on the top closest to the head of your
grounding screw. Now that you have your power and ground wires connected you'll need to
give your amplifiers a music signal usually the RCA cables run from the head unit. If your head
unit is lacking these extra outputs then there are several other options. If your amplifiers will be
powering dissimilar speakers subs, mids, tweeters, etc. Sub-bass frequencies would be sent to
the subwoofer amplifier and high pass signals would be passed to the other amplifiers. The
crossover will have built in line drivers which will increase the voltage of the low level signal.
This can help lower the noise of the system. Some amplifiers will have an RCA pass through
circuit which can be used to drive another amplifier in the system. These are sometimes filtered
which has the benefits of an active crossover without the extra equipment or installation
expense. If you are using a filtered output make sure that it is adjustable or that it is at least at a
useable frequency for your system design. The least desirable method is the RCA cable Y
adapter or splitter. The drawback is that the signal voltage is also split so that each component
is now getting a smaller low level signal which may increase the noise in the system.
Aftermarket head units provide this but it is recommended that you do not connect more than
components directly to it. This is because a head unit turn on circuit can only supply about mA
on average. Most electronic components such as amplifiers, active crossovers and equalizers
need about mA to turn on. As these components age the current draw can be even higher. If this
current draw exceeds the rating of the head unit the circuit can burn out completely. Instead of
connecting each component directly you will want to use a relay. The relay will receive the low
current signal from the head unit which will trigger the relay. The relay will then connect the 12
volt signal to the amplifiers and other components. Most 12 volt relays can supply up to 30
amps of current which is more than enough for all your turn on circuits. This prevents your
head unit from trying to deliver too much current which can burn out the turn on circuitry in the
head unit. The generally accepted way to connect a SPDT single pole, double throw relay is
illustrated below. Terminal 85 is connected to ground and terminal 86 is connected to the
remote turn on lead from the head unit. Terminal 87 of the relay is connected to the electronic
components remote turn on terminal. Terminal 30 of the relay is then connected to 12 volts.
Again, these wires could be reversed. When the head unit is turned on the remote lead triggers
the relay which connects terminals 30 and 87 together, sending a 12 volt signal to all of the
electronic components. The Car Audio Help DVD catalog includes five different videos covering
many areas of car audio installation and custom fabrication. Topics range from basic system
installation head units, amplifiers, speakers, etc. If you're interested in custom fabrication and
car audio installation be sure to check out what we have to offer. Click here to see the discount
DVD packages. Power Wire With more amplifiers you're going to need either more wire or larger
wire. Ground Wire I often ground my components using separate ground points. RCA cables
Now that you have your power and ground wires connected you'll need to give your amplifiers a
music signal usually the RCA cables run from the head unit. Links Contact Privacy Policy.

Maybe an solenoid from an older model Ford. How would I wire it to an alarm with auto crank as
the circuit would be complete during remote starting but other wise open while armed. But an
84 CuttDawg, probably going to need a little more current than that on a cold day. But as
CKeeler stated, you really need to use the low current wire that triggers the Solenoid mounted
to the starter. The coil of the solenoid is what makes it continuous. A starter solenoid, if left
energized for 30 seconds or so, it will begin to smoke. I have no idea what current a starter
solenoid is rated at, but I am pretty sure a GM starter will pull upwards of amps of so. The amp
solenoid will probably make it for a while. I am just trying to figure out why he can't use the start
wire at the Ignition switch. Years ago, pac-audio. You had to have them on your competition
vehicles to kill power to the rear of the car in case of fire. The 80 was the same identical piece
and a Standard Ignition S It looked similar to a Ford, mount on the fender solenoid. Some
people tried using the ford solenoid as a PAC That is how I know about the 30 seconds till
smoke. The PAC was a constant duty device, the Ford solenoid, not so much. Close Menu. Car
Security. Ohm's Law Calculators. Relay Diagrams. Subwoofer Wiring. Vehicle Wiring. Recent
Topics. Site Search. Site Menu. Advanced Search. Back to Top. How would I wire it to an alarm
with auto crank as the circuit would be complete during remote starting but other wise open
while armed just read this again. Normally Open. Depending on the type of vehicle, as to
whether amps will be enough current. Printable version. Search the12volt. Follow the12volt. Any
user assumes the entire risk as to the accuracy and use of this information. Please verify all
wire colors and diagrams before applying any information. You cannot post new topics in this
forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot delete your posts in this forum You
cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot create polls in this forum You cannot vote in
polls in this forum. The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its
original packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is
found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in
non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional
description. What does this price mean? This is the price excluding shipping and handling fees
a seller has provided at which the same item, or one that is nearly identical to it, is being offered
for sale or has been offered for sale in the recent past. The price may be the seller's own price
elsewhere or another seller's price. The "off" amount and percentage simply signifies the
calculated difference between the seller-provided price for the item elsewhere and the seller's
price on eBay. I have this bad boy on my race car as the main relay and it is the best solution to
an automatic cut-off switch I can think of. It is very sturdy and the construction is great. This is
one of the best prices you will find on this item and it is official with the original box and
everything. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New. Pretty easy install on a Silverado. I did not
use the supplied wire terminals but instead used copper. Supplied terminal are to small and
would need to be enlarged to connect to the battery. Good heavy duty well manufactured
product. Fast shipping and easy to install! Works just like its suppose to. No complaints at all, I
have been running it for about a month now. Awesome sauce! Keeps my voltage for my Amps
at Skip to main content. About this product. Make an offer:. Stock photo. Brand new: Lowest
price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original
packaging where packaging is applicable. Model: SGP Alarm Systems. Ideal for 2nd audio
battery isolation from vehicle systems. Maximum current transfer. Condition: New. Installation
Products. See all 15 brand new listings. Buy It Now. Add to cart. About this product Product
Identifiers Brand. Show More Show Less. New New. See all 15 - All listings for this product.
Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 34 reviews. Race car main
relay I have this bad boy on my race car as the main relay and it is the best solution to an
automatic cut-off switch I can think of. Nice but kit has some issues Pretty easy install on a
Silverado. Excellent Fast shipping and easy to install! No complaints at all, I have been running
it for about a month now Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New. Worth every penny Awesome
sauce! You may also like. Rechargeable Batteries Ah Amp Hours. Hello everybody, recently i
bought car amplifier for repair and decided that im gonna replace my Sony XM that i have been
running as my subwoofer amplifier for a year now. I took this opportunity to write instructable
on how to properly hook car amplifier for use inside of your house connected to mains voltage
and what you should be careful about. There are many reasons why you would want to use car
amplifier, but if you can choose between proper vv amplifier and car amplifier i would suggest
you to pick house amp, its power supply is well designed and you will get proper power output
out of it. Car amplifiers are mostly rated at 14,4V and lower impedances 1 or 2 ohm for example
while some home amplifiers can only go as low as 4 ohms. Since you will be running it off 12V
power supply more about that in further steps you might not get as stable power as you would
in your car. If you however still choose car amplifier then continue reading as i will try to
provide as many information about it as i can. I've been running car amplifiers in my room for 6

years or so, it used to be hard to get proper amplifier and if u were like me you probably had
spare ATX power suplies so you could save a few bucks on that. These days it's much cheaper
and easier to just get 24V chip amp from ebay and have decent setup. Even designing and
building your own, internet is full of schematics that are just waiting to be built. If you already
have amplifier you can just skip this step. If you still haven't got one and you are thinking about
buying it there are few things to consider. Most people are using class AB on mids and highs
midrange speakers and tweeters while going for class D on subwoofers. Reasons for this are
that class AB has better sound characteristics. There is a lot of discussion about this so i'm not
gonna go there, but main difference between them is power consumption. This is thing to
consider when choosing PSU and desired output power. On last 2 pictures you can see
difference between GZTA 4. Both amps were set to 20V output about W to 4ohm dummy load ,
class AB is drawing This means that by using same power supply next step you can get more
power with class D amp. Since you have your amplifier, you need 12V power supply to power it
up. Only downside is they provide only 12V and not 14,4V. This means you are gonna get a bit
less power than your amplifier is rated at some are rated at 12V and at 14,4V, some only at Other
alternative is to get 12V power supply for LEDs or other things. These have small potentiometer
so you can adjust voltage a bit higher, usually from V. PC ATX usually requires green wire to be
connected to negative terminal to power on. You can use simple switch to short them together.
You will also need to cut off connectors and bundle together all 12V wires and Ground.
Modifying ATX power supply for 14V output can be done if you have some electronic
knowledge, but if you dont then you shouldn't be opening one. They contain capacitors that are
charged up to mains voltage and can be deadly. For this reason i'm not gonna go further, if you
are good with it you wont have any problems with it since its as easy as changing few resistors.
Add together power of all channels, for example if your amplifier is 2xW you get W, if you have
monoblock 1xW or just bridge 2 channels use power that its rated at. Good rule of thumb is to
multiply that by 1. Add about 50W of headroom to that. Check if your rating is a bit higher than
your fuses on your amplifier. If you go under it, it may not be enough to blow fuses which could
lead to damage of your wires, power supply or even burn them down. Now you see why its
better to get class D for higher amounts of power, that's W difference for W amplifier. Use max
current rating of your power supply to choose your wire gauge. Its always better to get as big
wire as you can connect to your power input that is as short as possible and then use longer
wires to your speaker. With higher power amplifiers its good to also include fuse that is
recommended with your power wire. Use online charts to roughly calculate your wire gauge, but
its always better to get bigger gauge as they will have less drop in voltage with higher current
draws. I included diagrams for connecting psu to amplifier but if you have any questions just
ask me in comments since your setup might be a bit different. This way your PSU would turn on
at the same time as your amplifier. For audio input you need RCAs. Simple 3. You can get them
in any bigger shop or even online. If you have high power amplifier and simple PSU wont get
you enough power you could consider getting 12V batteries. Don't get open types since they
can produce a lot of hydrogen while charging which is not good considering you are going to
have them in your room. SLA or Gel types are good for this since they are mostly closed and
have better discharge capabilities deep discharge. This would require a bit different approach
since you will need to get 14VV 0. Diode should be high power, rated at least few amps more
than your max charge current, high power bridge rectifier could also work since higher current
ones can be screwed to heatsink. You will need to put switch on mains input of your PSU if it
doesn't have one since overcharging lead acid batteries is never a good idea. As safety
precaution you will need to add fuses since they can provide much higher currents up to A for
single 10Ah battery! Unless you are doing something crazy just skip this step, in my opinion it
isn't worth it for daily listening at normal levels. If you wired everything correctly, you can turn
on your amplifier now. See, that was easy. Now comes the tricky part, since all setups are not
equal, you might get less or more power than advertised. Get 40Hz test tone for subwoofer
amplifier, or 1kHz for full-range amplifier. Its safest to tune it at 0dB since that way you can't clip
output signal even if you listen to rebassed or bass boosted music. If you dont listen to those
types you can get -3dB or -6dB but you might clip it with some music. Hook your audio source
to amplifier, play test tone and turn the volume up. Your audio source might clip so firstly
checking outputs with DD-1 or oscilloscope should reveal any distortion or clipping, if
everything is ok you can raise your gain until waveform starts looking distorted as on pic 2 or
clipping LED lights up on DD This should be done while your speakers are hooked up and using
few test tones. Since your speaker has impedance which varies by frequency you are playing it
at, its always best to play different tones to see if amplifier distorts. Well you can do this by ear
but it wont be as accurate. Simply do everything as described before, but when you raise
volume up listen to change in sound. It's hard to describe it but you will notice that your

speaker will change sound when it starts to distort. Again make sure you do this at multiple
frequencies to ensure output is completely clean. EXO made a good tutorial about that, so if i'm
not clear enough watch this video or ask me in comments. Some speakers can handle more
power than rated without getting damaged, some may not. To ensure you are not getting more
power to them, use nominal impedance rating and ohms law to determine how high should
voltage on output be. For example if you have 4 ohm speaker that can handle only W, play test
tone and raise gain until you get 20V on outputs and make sure waveform isn't distorted since
clipping hurts speakers more than getting too much power to them. Getting power supply from
china or suspicious sellers might not mean you will get exactly what you wanted, your power
supply might not output as much current as it states on it. Try measuring voltage on outputs of
your PSU, if it drops too much it may trigger undervoltage protection to prevent any damage.
First make sure your amplifier is stable at impedance of your speakers. Dont run 1 or 2 ohm
speakers on amplifier that doesn't say its stable at those impedances. Check voltage on power
inputs of your amplifier, if it drops under V it may trigger undervoltage protection on your
amplifier. Some amplifiers have multiple colors of LEDs to indicate so check your manual.
Question 3 months ago on Step 6. Answer 3 months ago. And how many watts I need? Thank
you. Reply 5 months ago. If I'm not mistaken, that amplifier has 40A fuse so you should get
something that can supply more than that. In case of Xbox one you should turn down gain since
you were probably clipping the signal which probably made amplifier draw a lot more current
than psu can supply and it resulted in psu protection circuit tripping. Question 10 months ago.
Answer 9 months ago. You need RMS power, i can find 2 amplifiers 4ch and monoblock , if it's
4ch then you could get much less since it uses 3x35A fuses it shouldn't draw much higher than
A. You could get something like SPS Most solutions you find will probably cost more than
proper house amplifier so keep that in mind. Reply 10 months ago. Transformers aren't really
good since they would require some sort of voltage stabilization since unloaded rectified
voltage can jump over 16V which is max for most amps. Question 1 year ago on Step 5. A very
noticeable hum that increases with volume. I bought a ground loop isolator for my RCA
connections and it helped some, but I still get a loud 40hz range hum that'll shake my room
when I go 3db above reference level. My entire purpose to the big power is to get as far above
reference level as I can with clear sound. Should I try wiring my power supply through a deep
cycle RV battery I have kicking around? Any advice would be much appreciated. Answer 1 year
ago. Are you sure it's square wave? It sounds like it could be ground loop issue. I tried many
things to do but with some amps it's just really hard to get rid of it. One thing that helped me the
most was isolating ground earth connection on psu. You could try different psu or battery in
this case to see if that removes the hum, but make sure that your battery can output enough
current. It could be your PSU that is causing interference and this you will know with this test.
Can you hear hum without anything connected to the audio inputs? Does your receiver output
clean audio signal? Reply 1 year ago. I do appreciate the reply! I've isolated the problem. I wired
everything through my deep cycle battery, but only ended up using that as a ground. I'm both
impressed and disappointed with the setup. It gets super loud but cloudy, that's just the THD
sadly. I left you a link of my frankenstereo btw. If you want to make a true well made power
source for testing car audio amps and preamps at home. Or for using car audio in your home,
then I would suggest using a watt solar panel mounted on your roof or outside a window in the
sun close by where you will be listening. And a solar battery charge controller hooked up to a
amp hour deep cycle battery. Together you will have all the power you need to build a home
triamped or biamped car audio system. The only downside is toward evening the battery will no
longer be charged by the sun and will no longer have unlimited reserve power, like during
daylight since it is not receiving solar charge during darkness. So you will have to setup a v
battery charger for the night and early morning hours to keep battery topped off. So doesn't
drain more than half it's capacity. Solar charging is inaudible while you listen to music, but
using a v battery charger, you will hear transformer hum in the audio. So best to use your car
audio system for music during daylight and not more than 2 hours after sundown. For testing
12V battery and 5A psu should be more than enough which is what i use , for listening however
you would need way more than W panel, class AB amps can draw W just by sitting idle, my 2kW
ground zero amplifier draws 20W at idle and it's class D. If you have 2 amps one for sub, one for
mids-higs that would draw as much as panel would put out during cloudy day. Question 1 year
ago. As a good rule of thumb you should get psu that can produce same or higher current than
fuses can take usually A on W amp. Car batteries are usually made just to start car and not
really for discharging them completely so if you would go that route you should use deep cycle
battery. Constant trickle charge is not good, with open batteries it will produce a lot of hydrogen
and that won't be good if you use it indoors, SLA on the other hand might lose some of acid due
to evaporation and since they are closed you can't add it you can but it's a bit more

complicated. Would a 6x9" speakers with an 8" sub through the amp and two pc power supplies
work? As I ideally don't want to use a battery for the extra power. Depending on power of
amplifier and power supplies. You can always turn down gain on amplifier. In step 4, are you
saying you are able to connect the PSU 12v wire directly to the car battery? Then from there, go
to the car amp? Isn't there concerns about overcharge or heat? You should use diode like
shown on schematics and explained in step 4 since you can burn some PSUs by feeding 12V to
their output. There is a chance of overcharging your batteries if you have PSU that can deliver
more than 14V so it's good idea to use switch to turn off psu, in case you are listening at higher
levels you are gonna ask for a lot of current from battery so there is very small chance of
actually overcharging battery. Alternative is to set PSU to By Cekpi7 Follow. More by the
author:. Now we come to a part where difference between AB and D class comes in play. If you
have bass knob it simply goes inline with your RCAs. My amplifier makes much more power
than my speakers can handle, will that be problem? My power supply shuts off when raising
gain, what could be the problem? My amplifier gets into protection when raising gain, what
could be the problem? I'm gonna expand this list so comment if you have problems. Did you
make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in Arduino.
Light Up Clock 2. Mars Clock by prdassonville in Clocks. Answer Upvote. Cekpi7 elazauskas9
Answer 3 months ago. Reply Upvote. Try to get power wires as far away as possible from signal
wires. Cekpi7 finaldeals8 Reply 5 months ago. Dylanhellcat Question 10 months ago. Cekpi7
Dylanhellcat Answer 9 months ago. Cekpi7 shaolinsuresh Reply 10 months ago. Cekpi7
blueaarow Reply 1 year ago. Cekpi7 redd Answer 1 year ago. Jonathanvl 1 year ago. Cekpi7
Jonathanvl Reply 1 year ago. Cekpi7 oKeeg Answer 1 year ago. Dongguan Dawei Electronic Co.
Gold Supplier Gold Supplier is a premium membership for suppliers on Alibaba. Members are
provided with comprehensive ways to promote their products, maximizin
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g product exposure and increasing return-on-investment. Company Overview Company
Capability. Business Performance. Video line. Wire AVSS. Relay harness. Car audio wiring
harness. Applicable to Toyota Lexus 28P plug AV video cable shielding handbrake parking
release driving video. Ready To Ship. View More. Automotive navigation system car accessories
wire connecting cable wiring harness. Buy Now. Top-Ranking Products View More. View Detail.
Top Picks. Special line 16pin for one split two extension wire of automobile OBD harness is
applicable to Toyota, Honda and Nissan. Honda car audio line fit 1. Honda Accord civic obd2a to
OBD1 vehicle trip computer harness wh OBD16pin one to one extension cable Male female butt
extension wire. Chat Now! Special purpose vehicle wiring harness production 12 years, has a
one-stop production line Professional production of automotive wiring harness. Verification
Type:. Guangdong, China. Manufacturer, Trading Company. Wire
harness,Electronics,automobile,.

